Computing
We are treasure hunters
We will be learning to program bee-bots (small robots
that follow a series of directional commands) to
move around maps and find the hidden treasure.

Maths
We will begin the term by returning to our core
counting, comparing and calculating skills, becoming
increasingly confident (and speedy) when working with
numbers to 20. This will then lead into work with money,
finding different combinations of coins that add up to a
given amount and then ordering and comparing prices and
totals. Later in the term we will develop our ability to
count in 2s, 5s and 10s. We will practice saying,
recording, counting and memorising these values, so that
we can quickly spot and recall them. Finally, we will
explore measurement, measuring heights, lengths and
weights using a mixture of standard (metres, cm, kg) and
non-standard (hands, books, marbles etc.) units.

Computing


BBC Bitesize has some great learning resources
at www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z3tbwmn/
where you can learn more about coding robots and
beginning to create simple programs.

Maths






Practice counting in 2s, 5s and 10s as often as
possible - counting in multiples as you go up or down
stairs; counting in 2s as you pair up socks; totalling
up everyone’s fingers and toes by counting in 5s...
Total up money in the piggy bank, totalling up how
much all the 2ps, 5ps or 10ps are worth by counting
in multiples. For bonus points, try counting back into
the pot by counting back in 2s / 5s / 10s.

Spot numbers made from 2s, 5s and 10s in the world
around us. How many houses can we find that are a
multiple of 10? Can your child spot that these all
have ‘0’ at the end, or that the multiples of 5 all end
in ‘0’ or ‘5’?

